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Abstract
An algorithm to construct analytic approximations to two-loop diagrams de-
scribing their behaviour at small non-zero thresholds is discussed. For some
special cases (involving two dierent-scale mass parameters), several terms of
the expansion are obtained.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The calculation of two-loop Feynman diagrams with (dierent) masses meets serious technical diculties,
even for two-point functions. After the tensor decomposition of two-loop self-energy diagrams [1], the
problem is reduced to scalar integrals. When no exact analytic expressions are available, two main
strategies can be chosen: either numerical or approximative analytical. As to the numerical strategy, there
exist various integral representations [2] which provide results for given masses via numerical integration.
A semi-numerical approach was considered in [3].
The analytical approach uses explicit formulae for the asymptotic expansion of Feynman diagrams
in momenta and masses and is based on general theorems on asymptotic expansions [4] (see also [5]
for review). For two-loop self-energy diagrams with general masses, the rst results have been obtained
outside the particle thresholds: a small momentum expansion below the lowest threshold [6] and a large
momentum expansion above the highest threshold [7] (some special cases were considered in [8]). However,
small and large momentum expansions do not describe the behaviour between the lowest and the highest
physical thresholds. In the special case of a zero mass threshold the small momentum expansion can be
extended to the lowest non-vanishing threshold [9] (see also in [10]). The expansion coecients involve
then powers of ln(−k2) (where k is the external momentum).
Our investigation considers cases when one (or two) two-particle threshold(s) is (are) small with
respect to the other thresholds, but not anymore zero. Using asymptotic expansions in the large mass
limit, a series converging above the small threshold can be found. The expansion coecients now contain
the two-particle cut(s) associated with the small threshold(s) and therefore the non-regular behaviour
around the threshold(s) is described. Here we restrict the applications to diagrams involving one large
(M) and one small (m) mass parameter, i.e. some masses are equal. In [11] a more detailed description
of the approach and of the expressions for general masses is given.
2 THE APPROACH
Consider the diagram shown in Fig. 1. The corresponding scalar Feynman integral reads













where n = 4 − 2" is the space-time dimension [12], and (Di)i  (p2i −m
2
i + i0)
i are the powers of the
propagators corresponding to the internal lines. The momenta pi are constructed from k and the loop
momenta.
In general, the diagram in Fig. 1 has two two-particle thresholds, at k2 = (m1 +m4)
2 and k2 =
(m2 +m5)
2, and two three-particle thresholds, at k2 =(m1 +m3 +m5)
2 and k2 =(m2 +m3 +m4)
2. Let us
consider some of the masses to be large, while the other masses and the external momentum are small. We
shall denote the large masses with capital letters, Mi. The classication of all dierent small-threshold
congurations has been given in refs. [9, 11] (see also in Table 1).
We now need to introduce some notation. Let Γ be the original graph (Fig. 1), its subgraphs are
denoted as γ, and the corresponding reduced graph Γ=γ is obtained from Γ by shrinking γ to a point.



































Figure 1: The master two-loop two-point diagram
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1 1, 3, 4 Γ; f134g
1a 1, 4 Γ; f1245g; f134g; f14g
1b 1, 3 Γ; f1235g; f134g; f13g
2 3 Γ; f134g; f235g; f3g
3 1, 5 Γ; f1235g;f1345g;f1245g;f15g
4 1 Γ; f1245g; f134g; f1g





JΓ=γ  Tk; mi; qi Jγ ; (2)
where the sum goes over all subgraphs γ which (i) contain all the lines with the large masses Mi, and
(ii) are one-particle irreducible with respect to the light lines (with the masses mi). The Taylor operator
Tk; mi; qi expands the integrand of Jγ in small masses mi, the external momentum k and the loop momenta
qi which are \external" for a given subgraph γ. The symbol \" means that the polynomial in qi, which
appears as a result of applying T to Jγ , should be inserted in the numerator of the integrand of JΓ=γ .
Let us consider which subgraphs γ contribute to the sum (2) for the dierent small-threshold cong-
urations, using the numbering in Fig.1. For example, the \full" graph Γ  f12345g includes all ve lines,
f134g corresponds to a subgraph without the lines 2 and 5, etc. The γ’s contributing to the expansion
are shown in Table 1.
After partial fractioning, the following types of contributions arise in the coecients of the small-
threshold expansion (in situations with two-particle small thresholds): (a) two-loop vacuum diagrams
with two (or one) large-mass lines and one (or two) massless lines; (b) products of a one-loop massive
diagram (with small masses and external momentum k) and a one-loop massive tadpole; (c) products of
two one-loop massive diagrams with external momentum k. For the diagrams containing a small three-
particle threshold, we also need results for the diagrams obtained by shrinking the lines corresponding to
large masses.
The contributions of type (a) are discussed in [9]. The one-loop two-point functions involving small
masses of internal lines (occurring in the contributions (b) and (c)) are \responsible" for describing the
two-particle threshold irregularities (some relevant results are collected in [11]).
3 SOME RESULTS
As an example, consider the diagram in Fig. 1 with 1 = : : : =5 =1 and n=4. Denote the corresponding
integral (1) as (here, mi may correspond to either small or large masses)









ji (where the product is taken over all lines with small masses) with j0 +
P
ji = j.
The Sj may contain logarithms of the ratios of the masses and some functions which are described below.
The contributions of type (a) involve a function H(M21 ;M
2
2 ) which can be expressed in terms of Li2
(see in [9]). It is antisymmetric and therefore vanishes when M21 = M
2
2 .
The contributions of types (b) and (c) are expressed through the function (m1; m2; k
2) which is
related to the nite part of the one-loop self energy and can be expressed in terms of elementary functions
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Table 2: Terms of the expansion for the cases 1 and 1a












































































































































































































































Case 1a: J(M;m;m;M;m; k)






































3  + 6L
2





























































































 + 140L2m +
940
3





























 + 2L2m +
2147
140


































































































21  + 1260L
2

















Table 3: Terms of the expansion for the case 1b
Case 1b : J(M;m;M;m;m; k)










































































































 + 14L2m +
1535
84























 + L2m +
1579
504









 + 12L2m +
74681
2520









 + 41L2m +
117043
1260









 + 49L2m +
39869
504














































































































































































































In our contributions, the  function depends on the small masses only. In fact, it contains the main
information about the small-threshold behaviour at two-particle thresholds. The  term in the braces
yields an imaginary part in the region beyond the physical threshold (i.e. for k2 > (m1 +m2)
2). Further
properties of the  function are discussed in [11].
In Tables 2, 3, 4 we present results for the terms of the small-threshold expansion (3) for the cases 1,
1a, 1b and 2 (cf. Table 1), provided that all large masses are equal to M and all small masses are equal
to m. We use the notation






Table 4: Terms of the expansion for the case 2
Case 2 : J(m;m;M;m;m; k)



















































2 + 20Lm +
10
3  − 18L
2


























−32 + 7Lm −
3
4
 − 4L2m +
2
3






122 − 35Lm −
11
4
 + 22L2m −
34
3






−162 + 70Lm +
149
6
 − 80L2m −
292
3
















































 − 34L2m −
47
3








2 − 168Lm −
556
15
 + 100L2m −
274
3







2 + 252Lm +
603












































2 − 66Lm − 2 + 38L2m −
449

























2 − 770Lm −
4495











2 + 924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7867

























































2 − 34327 Lm −
8884











2 + 1716Lm +
8873












2 − 3432Lm −
145682











2 + 3432Lm +
228982








In the limit m ! 0,  ) (Lm − L), where L  ln(−k2=M2). In this limit the results presented in
Tables 2{4 reproduce the rst four columns of Table 1 from ref. [9]. To perform the calculations, we used
the REDUCE system [14].
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the behaviour of two-loop self-energy diagrams when the external momentum and some
of the masses are small with respect to the large masses. By use of explicit formulae for the terms of
asymptotic expansions in the large mass limit, we presented an analytic approach to calculating these
diagrams by keeping the rst few terms of the expansion. The main idea was to avoid putting any
conditions on relative values of the external momentum squared and small masses. In addition to the
general results presented in [11], here we listed the contributions (from S0 to S6) for some special cases.
Some of the diagrams considered are interesting from the physical point of view, since they may occur in
the Standard Model calculations.
In cases 3 and 4, three-particle small thresholds arise. The small-threshold behaviour is then dened
by the functions corresponding to the sunset diagram (with three propagators) and the diagram with
6
four propagators (e.g. eq. (1) with 1 = 0). Unfortunately, sucient analytic information about these
diagrams is not yet available.
The algorithm can be also extended to the three-point two-loop diagrams with small thresholds (for
zero-mass thresholds, see ref. [15]).
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